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Semantic Document AnalysisSemantic Document Analysis

 Question AnsweringQuestion Answering
– Return precise answer to natural language

queries
 Relation ExtractionRelation Extraction
 Intent MiningIntent Mining
– assess the attitude of the document author

with respect to a given subject, e.g.
problem (description, solution), agreement
(assent, dissent), preference (likes, dislikes),
statement (claim, denial)

– Opinion mining: attitude is a positive or
negative opinion



Is NLP needed?Is NLP needed?

 Many Information Retrieval tasks can doMany Information Retrieval tasks can do
withoutwithout
–– Document retrieval, categorization,Document retrieval, categorization,

summarization, information filteringsummarization, information filtering
 Focus on Document Retrieval reduces theFocus on Document Retrieval reduces the

need for NLP techniquesneed for NLP techniques
– Discourse factors can be ignored
– Redundant words perform word-sense

disambiguation
 Lack of robustness:Lack of robustness:
– NLP techniques are typically not as robust as

word indexing



Question Answering is DifferentQuestion Answering is Different

 Search Engines return list ofSearch Engines return list of
(possibly) (possibly) relevantrelevant documents documents

 Users still to have to dig throughUsers still to have to dig through
returned list to find answerreturned list to find answer

 QA: give the user a (short)QA: give the user a (short)
answer to their question, perhapsanswer to their question, perhaps
supported by evidencesupported by evidence



Best QA Systems at TREC 2005Best QA Systems at TREC 2005

 LCC (70% accuracy), SingaporeLCC (70% accuracy), Singapore
University (66%)University (66%)

 Both perform parsing of questionBoth perform parsing of question
and candidate answersand candidate answers

 Singapore analyzes similarity inSingapore analyzes similarity in
dependency trees (similar todependency trees (similar to
PIQASSO from Pisa)PIQASSO from Pisa)



PiQASsoPiQASso Answer Matching Answer Matching
Tungsten is a very dense material and has the highest melting point of any metal.

1 Parsing
………….

2 Answer type check 3 Relation extraction

SUBSTANCE
<tungsten, material, pred>
<tungsten, has, subj>
<point, has, obj>
…

4 Matching Distance

Tungsten

6 Popularity Ranking

ANSWER

5 Distance Filtering

What metal has the highest melting point?

What metal has the highest melting point?

subj lex-mod

obj

mod



Parser RequirementsParser Requirements

 MultilanguageMultilanguage
– Trainable on annotated corpora

 AccurateAccurate
– Close to state of the art

 FlexibleFlexible
– Retrainable through unannotated

corpora
 EfficientEfficient
– Hundreds sentence/sec
– Deterministic bottom-up parser



Statistical ParsersStatistical Parsers

 Major breakthrough inMajor breakthrough in
computational linguistics in recentcomputational linguistics in recent
yearsyears

 Parser types:Parser types:
– Constituent parser
– Dependency parser



Constituent ParsingConstituent Parsing

 Requires Phrase Structure GrammarRequires Phrase Structure Grammar
– CFG, PCFG, Unification Grammar

 Produces phrase structure parse treeProduces phrase structure parse tree

Rolls-Royce Inc. said it expects its sales to remain steady
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Dependency ParsingDependency Parsing

 Produces dependency treesProduces dependency trees
 Word-word dependency relationsWord-word dependency relations
 Far easier to understand and toFar easier to understand and to

annotateannotate

Rolls-Royce Inc. said it expects its sales to remain steady



Linear Parsing ModelLinear Parsing Model

 Three components:
GEN is a function from a string to a set of

candidates
F maps a candidate to a feature vector
W is a parameter vector



Global Linear Parsing ModelGlobal Linear Parsing Model

 XX: set of sentences: set of sentences
 YY:: set of possible parse trees set of possible parse trees
 Learn function Learn function FF: : XX  →→  YY
 Choose the highest scoring tree as the mostChoose the highest scoring tree as the most

plausible:plausible:

 Involves just learning weights Involves just learning weights WW

WyxF
xGENy

!"=
#

)(argmax)(
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Feature VectorFeature Vector

 A high-dimensional vector of features
 Defined through a set of functions

h1…hd

F(x) = <h1(x), h2(x) … hd(x)>



Constituent ParsingConstituent Parsing

 GENGEN: e.g. CFG (Context-Free: e.g. CFG (Context-Free
Grammar)Grammar)

 hhii((xx) ) are based on aspects of the treeare based on aspects of the tree

e.g.e.g.
h(x) = # of times               occurs in x

A

B C



Constituent ParsersConstituent Parsers

 Probabilistic Generative Model ofProbabilistic Generative Model of
Language which include parseLanguage which include parse
structure (e.g. Collins 1997)structure (e.g. Collins 1997)

 Conditional parsing modelsConditional parsing models
((CharniakCharniak 2000; McDonald 2005) 2000; McDonald 2005)



Generative Dependency ParsingGenerative Dependency Parsing

 GENGEN generates all possible generates all possible
Maximum Spanning TreesMaximum Spanning Trees

 Select MST with best feature vectorSelect MST with best feature vector
 First order factorization:First order factorization:
FF((yy) = <) = <hh(0, 1), (0, 1), ……  hh((nn-1, -1, nn)>)>

 Second order factorizationSecond order factorization
(McDonald 2006):(McDonald 2006):
FF((yy) = <) = <hh(0, 1, 2), (0, 1, 2), ……  hh((nn-2, -2, n, nn, n)>)>



Shift/Reduce Dependency ParserShift/Reduce Dependency Parser

 Traditional statistical parsers areTraditional statistical parsers are
trained directly on the trained directly on the task oftask of
selecting a parse tree for a sentenceselecting a parse tree for a sentence

 Instead a Shift/Reduce parser isInstead a Shift/Reduce parser is
trained and trained and learns the sequence oflearns the sequence of
parse actionsparse actions required to build the required to build the
parse treeparse tree



Grammar Not RequiredGrammar Not Required

 A traditional parser requires aA traditional parser requires a
grammar for generating candidategrammar for generating candidate
treestrees

 A Shift/Reduce parser needs noA Shift/Reduce parser needs no
such grammarsuch grammar



Parsing as ClassificationParsing as Classification

 Parsing based on Shift/ReduceParsing based on Shift/Reduce
actionsactions

 LearnsLearns from annotated corpus from annotated corpus
which which action to performaction to perform at each step at each step

 Proposed by (Yamada-MatsumotoProposed by (Yamada-Matsumoto
2003) and (2003) and (NivreNivre 2003) 2003)

 Uses only local information, but itUses only local information, but it
can exploit historycan exploit history



Parser ActionsParser Actions
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Dependency GraphDependency Graph

Let Let RR = { = {rr11, , …… ,  , rrmm}} be the set of permissible be the set of permissible
dependency typesdependency types

A dependency graph for a sequence ofA dependency graph for a sequence of
wordswords

WW  = = ww11  ……  wwnn is a labeled directed graph is a labeled directed graph
D = (W, A)D = (W, A), where, where
(a) (a) WW is the set of nodes, i.e. word tokens in is the set of nodes, i.e. word tokens in

the input string,the input string,
(b) (b) AA is a set of labeled arcs  is a set of labeled arcs ((wwii, , rr, , wwjj),),wwii, , wwjj  ∈∈  WW, , rr  ∈∈  RR,,
(c) (c) ∀∀  wwjj  ∈∈  WW, there is at most one arc, there is at most one arc

((wwii, , rr, , wwjj) ) ∈∈  AA..



Parser StateParser State

The parser state is a quadrupleThe parser state is a quadruple
〈〈SS, , II, , TT, , AA〉〉, where, where
S is a stack of partially processed tokens
I is a list of (remaining) input tokens
T is a stack of temporary tokens
A is the arc relation for the dependency

graph

(w, r, h) ∈ A represents an arc w → h,
tagged with dependency r



Parser ActionsParser Actions

〈〈SS, , ss||II, , TT, , AA∪∪{({(nn, , rr, , ss)})}〉〉
〈〈ss||SS, , nn||II, , TT, , AA〉〉

LeftLeft

〈〈SS, , nn||II, , TT, , AA∪∪{({(ss, , rr, , nn)})}〉〉
〈〈ss||SS, , nn||II, , TT, , AA〉〉

RightRight

〈〈nn||SS, , II, , TT, , AA〉〉
〈〈SS, , nn||II, , TT, , AA〉〉

ShiftShift



Parser AlgorithmParser Algorithm

 The parsing algorithm is fullyThe parsing algorithm is fully
deterministic:deterministic:
Input Sentence: (w1, p1), (w2, p2), … , (wn, pn)

S = <>
I = <(w1, p1), (w2, p2), … , (wn, pn)>
T = <>
A = { }
while I ≠ <> do begin
x = getContext(S, I, T, A);
y = estimateAction(model, x);
performAction(y, S, I, T, A);

end



Learning PhaseLearning Phase



Learning FeaturesLearning Features

word of the leftmost child nodeW<
lemma of the leftmost child nodeL<
POS tag of the leftmost child node, if presentP<
whether the rightmost child node is singular/pluralM<

lemma of the rightmost child nodeL>

wordW

whether the rightmost child node is singular/pluralM>
POS tag of the rightmost child node, if presentP>

word of the rightmost child nodeW>

morphology: e.g. singular/pluralM
part of speech (POS) tagP
lemmaL

Valuefeature



Learning EventLearning Event

leggi
NOM

le
DET

anti
ADV

che
PRO

,
PON

Serbia
NOM

erano
VER

discusse
ADJ

che
PRO

Sosteneva
VER

context

left context target nodes right context

(-3, W, che), (-3, P, PRO),
(-2, W, leggi), (-2, P, NOM), (-2, M, P), (-2, W<, le), (-2, P<, DET), (-2, M<, P),
(-1, W, anti), (-1, P, ADV),
(0, W, Serbia), (0, P, NOM), (0, M, S),
(+1, W, che), ( +1, P, PRO), (+1, W>, erano), (+1, P>, VER), (+1, M>, P),
(+2, W, ,), (+2, P, PON)



DeSRDeSR Parser Architecture Parser Architecture

 Modular learners architecture:Modular learners architecture:
–MaxEntropy, MBL, SVM, Winnow,

Perceptron
 Classifier combinations: e.g.Classifier combinations: e.g.

multiple multiple MEsMEs, SVM + ME, SVM + ME
 Features can be selectedFeatures can be selected



Feature used in ExperimentsFeature used in Experiments

LemmaFeaturesLemmaFeatures -2 -1 0 1 2 3-2 -1 0 1 2 3
PosFeaturesPosFeatures -2 -1 0 1 2 3-2 -1 0 1 2 3
MorphoFeaturesMorphoFeatures -1 0 1 2-1 0 1 2
PosLeftChildrenPosLeftChildren 22
PosLeftChildPosLeftChild -1 0-1 0
DepLeftChildDepLeftChild -1 0-1 0
PosRightChildrenPosRightChildren 22
PosRightChildPosRightChild -1 0-1 0
DepRightChildDepRightChild -1-1
PastActionsPastActions 11



ProjectivityProjectivity

 An arc An arc wwii→→wwkk is projective  is projective iffiff
∀∀jj, , ii <  < jj <  < kk or  or i i > > jj >  > kk,,

wwii  →*→*  wwkk

 A dependency tree is projective A dependency tree is projective iffiff
every arc is projectiveevery arc is projective

 Intuitively: arcs can be drawn on aIntuitively: arcs can be drawn on a
plane without intersectionsplane without intersections



Non ProjectiveNon Projective

Většinu těchto přístrojů lze take používat nejen jako fax  ,  ale



Actions for non-projective arcsActions for non-projective arcs

〈〈ss11||SS, , II, , TT, , AA〉〉
〈〈SS, , II, , ss11||TT, , AA〉〉

InsertInsert

〈〈nn||ss11||SS, , II, , ss22||TT, , AA〉〉
〈〈ss11||ss22||SS, , nn||II, , TT, , AA〉〉

ExtractExtract

〈〈ss22||ss33||SS, , ss11||II, , TT, , AA∪∪{({(nn, , rr, , ss33)})}〉〉
〈〈ss11||ss22||ss33||SS, , nn||II, , TT, , AA〉〉

Left3Left3

〈〈ss11||ss22||SS, , nn||II, , TT, , AA∪∪{({(ss33, , rr, , nn)})}〉〉
〈〈ss11||ss22||ss33||SS, , nn||II, , TT, , AA〉〉

Right3Right3

〈〈ss22||SS, , ss11||II, , TT, , AA∪∪{({(nn, , rr, , ss22)})}〉〉
〈〈ss11||ss22||SS, , nn||II, , TT, , AA〉〉

Left2Left2

〈〈ss11||SS, , nn||II, , TT, , AA∪∪{({(ss22, , rr, , nn)})}〉〉
〈〈ss11||ss22||SS, , nn||II, , TT, , AA〉〉

Right2Right2



ExampleExample

 Right2Right2 ( (nejennejen  → → aleale) and ) and Left3Left3 ( (faxfax
→ → VVěěttššinuinu))

Většinu těchto přístrojů lze take používat nejen jako fax  ,  ale



ExampleExample

Většinu těchto přístrojů lze take používat nejen      fax     ale

jako      ,



ExamplesExamples

zou gemaakt moeten worden in

zou moeten worden gemaakt in

Extract followed by Insert



Effectiveness for Non-Effectiveness for Non-ProjectivityProjectivity

 Training data for Czech containsTraining data for Czech contains
28081 non-projective relations28081 non-projective relations

 26346 (93%) can be handled by26346 (93%) can be handled by
Left2/Right2Left2/Right2

 1683 (6%) by Left3/Right31683 (6%) by Left3/Right3
 52 (0.2%) require Extract/Insert52 (0.2%) require Extract/Insert



CoNLLCoNLL-X Shared Task-X Shared Task

 To assign labeled dependency structuresTo assign labeled dependency structures
for a range of languages by means of afor a range of languages by means of a
fully automatic dependency parserfully automatic dependency parser

 Input: tokenized and tagged sentencesInput: tokenized and tagged sentences
 Tags: token, lemma, POS, Tags: token, lemma, POS, morphomorpho

features, ref. to head, dependency labelfeatures, ref. to head, dependency label
 For each token, the parser must output itsFor each token, the parser must output its

head and the corresponding dependencyhead and the corresponding dependency
relationrelation



CoNLLCoNLL-X: Collections-X: Collections

5.411.69.81.722.218.95.327.836.415.623.20.011.2% non-project.
sentences

0.41.51.00.11.91.31.12.35.41.01.90.00.4% non-project.
relations

1825562125557462652788227DEPREL

50820335114640814761019FEATS

5330373828217752302246330319POSTAG

11143715111520521310122214CPOSTAG

14.811.517.327.018.722.88.917.814.618.217.25.937.2Tokens/sentence

12.85.011.03.31.59.117.039.213.35.272.757.01.5K sents

190581918929207151700195941,24933754K tokens

BuTrSeSpSlPtJpDeDuDkCzCnAr



CoNLLCoNLL: Evaluation Metrics: Evaluation Metrics

 Labeled Attachment Score (LAS)Labeled Attachment Score (LAS)
– proportion of “scoring” tokens that are

assigned both the correct head and the
correct dependency relation label

 Unlabeled Attachment Score (UAS)Unlabeled Attachment Score (UAS)
– proportion of “scoring” tokens that are

assigned the correct head



Shared Task Unofficial ResultsShared Task Unofficial Results

974487.7985.190.812987.1584.17Japanese

7274365.2547.582.317769.7958.81Turkish
1,1779683.7374.852.91,42484.6878.35Swedish

7695479.7074.372.420476.0672.35Spanish
5471676.6062.673.09874.7861.97Slovene
67016087.7480.974.91,04487.7079.40Portuguese

3,7561,39984.3179.794.39,31583.3780.01German

92313277.6172.473.367974.9970.49Dutch
6275285.2178.463.238683.0377.49Danish

13,50049680.2269.2012.813,80073.4462.10Czech

47854083.0872.171.81,15686.7681.69Chinese
3538885.9279.171.545287.3982.88Bulgarian
9502474.6959.702.618170.9656.43Arabic

Parse
sec

Train
sec

UAS
%

LAS
%

Parse
sec

Train
sec

UAS
%

LAS
%

MBLMaximum Entropy
Language



CoNLLCoNLL-X: Comparative Results-X: Comparative Results

87.7989.0585.1985.86Japanese

87.3985.8982.8879.98Bulgarian

69.7969.3558.8155.95Turkish
84.6884.2178.3576.44Swedish
79.7077.7674.3773.52Spanish
76.6076.5362.6765.16Slovene
87.7486.4680.9780.63Portuguese
84.3182.6080.0178.58German

77.7175.0772.4770.73Dutch
85.2184.5278.4678.31Danish
80.2277.0169.2067.17Czech
86.7684.8581.6978.32Chinese

74.6973.4859.7059.94Arabic
OursAverageOursAverage

UASLAS
Average
scores from
36
participant
submissions



Performance ComparisonPerformance Comparison

 Running an SVM-based parserRunning an SVM-based parser
((MaltparserMaltparser 0.4) on same Xeon 2.8 0.4) on same Xeon 2.8
MHz machineMHz machine

 Training on Training on swedish/talbankenswedish/talbanken::
– 390 min

 Test on Test on CoNLLCoNLL  swedishswedish test set test set
(~5000 tokens):(~5000 tokens):
– 13 min



Italian TreebankItalian Treebank

 Official Announcement:Official Announcement:
– CNR ILC has agreed to provide the SI-

TAL collection for use at CoNLL
 Working on completing annotationWorking on completing annotation

and converting to and converting to CoNLLCoNLL format format
 SemiautomatedSemiautomated process: heuristics process: heuristics

+ manual + manual fixupfixup



DgAnnotatorDgAnnotator

 A GUI tool for:A GUI tool for:
– Annotating texts with dependency relations
– Visualizing and comparing trees
– Generating corpora in XML or CoNLL format
– Exporting DG trees to PNG

 DemoDemo
 Available at:Available at:

http://http://medialab.di.unipi.it/Project/QA/Parsemedialab.di.unipi.it/Project/QA/Parse
r/DgAnnotatorr/DgAnnotator//



DgAnnotatorDgAnnotator Example Example



TREC TREC BlogBlog 2006 2006

 ResourcesResources
 Collection of Collection of blogsblogs
– from a crawl of 100,649 RSS/Atom feeds, over

11 weeks
– Several languages
– Includes spam

 Set of 4000 opinionated words, with bothSet of 4000 opinionated words, with both
positive/negative weightspositive/negative weights
– Computed by [Esuli & Sebastiani, 2005] using

classifier trained on WordNet glosses



ExperimentsExperiments

 Baseline: normal IR searchBaseline: normal IR search
 Opinion rank: rank documents onOpinion rank: rank documents on

number of opinionated words theynumber of opinionated words they
containcontain

 Opinion proximity: weight termsOpinion proximity: weight terms
according to proximity withaccording to proximity with
opinionated wordsopinionated words



Sample TopicsSample Topics

 Larry SummersLarry Summers
 MacbookMacbook pro pro
 SkypeSkype 2.0 2.0
 Colbert ReportColbert Report



ExamplesExamples

Baseline Query: Baseline Query: skypeskype
 Title: Title: SkypeSkype to release free video to release free video

phonephone

Opinion Rank Query: Opinion Rank Query: skypeskype
 I I likelike my  my MacbookMacbook: I immediately: I immediately

installed installed SkypeSkype..



Opinionated proximityOpinionated proximity

Query: proximity 3 [OPINIONATED:*Query: proximity 3 [OPINIONATED:*
skypeskype]]

 SkypeSkype Doesn Doesn’’t t WantWant My Money My Money
 …… guys working on  guys working on SkypeSkype and  and nono

one really took it seriouslyone really took it seriously
 Para Para aquellosaquellos  queque  nono  conozcanconozcan

SkypeSkype



Using Dependency RelationsUsing Dependency Relations

 Classification problemClassification problem
 Training on frequent-Training on frequent-subpatternssubpatterns

from sentences as featuresfrom sentences as features
 Exploit the dependency tree of aExploit the dependency tree of a

sentence to extract frequent sub-sentence to extract frequent sub-
patternspatterns

 Patterns are obtained by pruningPatterns are obtained by pruning
parse treesparse trees
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